
A Unit Investment Trust Fund of the Bank of the Philippine Islands 
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Top Holdings 

Cumulative Performance (%)¹ 

Annualized  Performance (%)¹ 

Calendar Year  Performance (%)¹ 

Key Figures and Statistics 

Investment Objective 

The Fund is for US Dollar investors who want to achieve capital appreciation and 

income growth over a period of time. To achieve this, the Fund will be invested in a 

diversified portfolio of US dollar-denominated fixed income instruments issued by the 

Philippine government, corporations, & financial institutions. The Fund aims to 

outperform its benchmark, the JP Morgan Chase Asia Total Return Philippines Index. 

Manager’s Report 

The views expressed in this report reflect the analyst’s personal views and not necessarily the Bank of the Philippine Islands’. Furthermore, no part of any of the research analyst's compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to 

the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in this report. The Odyssey Philippine Dollar Bond Fund is a Unit Investment Trust Fund (UITF) and not a bank deposit product.  It is not guaranteed by BPI nor by the 

Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC).  As such, units of participation of the investor in the UITF, when redeemed, may be worth more or worth less than his/her initial investment/contributions.  Due to the nature of the investments, 

yield and potential yields cannot be guaranteed.  Any income or loss arising from market fluctuations and price volatility of the securities held by the UITF, even if invested in government securities, is for the account of the investor.  Historical 

performance, when presented, is purely for reference purposes and is not a guarantee of future results. The Trustee is not liable for losses, unless upon willful default, bad faith or gross negligence. For the purpose of lodging, clearing, 

settlement, and delivery of securities in the Fund, the Trustee is authorized to avail of the services of third party institutions such as but not limited to custodians which the Trustee may change or replace without prior notice to or approval from 

the investors. The Trustee will not be responsible for any loss or damage suffered by the Fund as a result of the third parties’ willful default, gross negligence, or evident bad faith. Investors are advised to read the Declaration of Trust for the 

Fund, which may be obtained from the office of the Trustee, before deciding to invest. For inquiries, please call: (632) 902-7032 or (632) 902-7033, email bpi_asset_management@bpi.com.ph or visit www.bpiassetmanagement.com. 
 

FIGURES AS OF 5/31/2013 

Maturity Profile 

Cash and less than 1 year 

Between 1 and 3 years 

Between 3 and 5 years 

Between 5 and 7 years 

Between 7 and 10 years 

More than 10 years 

1 Returns are net of fees. Past performance is not an indication of future returns.  

² Since Inception 

³ The Benchmark of the fund is the JP Morgan Asia Total Return Philippines Index. 

*Plan Rules are available upon request. 

Risk Disclosure 

The Fund is suitable for investors who take medium to long-term views. The Fund’s yield, net 

asset value, and total return may fall as well as rise as a result of interest rate movements and 

the changes in credit quality of the investments. On redemption of shares, an investor may 

receive an amount less than the original amount of the investment. Prior to investment in the 

Fund, the investor shall undergo a client suitability assessment procedure to determine whether 

the Fund is appropriate for him considering his investment objective, risk tolerance, preferences 

and experience.  

Any prospective investment shall be limited to the type of investments described in the 

Declaration of Trust for the Fund. 

⁴ Average daily NAV for the quarter ended May 2013 
5 The Information Ratio evaluates reward-to-risk efficiency relative to the benchmark, while the Sharpe 

Ratio evaluates reward-to-risk efficiency relative to the risk free rate. The higher the number, the higher 

the reward per unit of risk. Sharpe and Information Ratios between funds of different classifications are 

non-comparable. 
6 Trust fees/custodianship fees as a percentage of average daily NAV for the quarter. 
⁷  External Audit Fees as a percentage of end-year NA0V  

 

Allocation 
Portfolio Composition: Government  65.1%, Corporates 15.1%, Cash19.8% 

1 mo 1YR 3YRS 5YRS S.I.²

Fund -3.90 6.51 31.10 49.06 138.80

Benchmark³ -3.66 7.83 34.30 63.50 184.25

1YR 2YRS 3YRS 4YRS 5YRS S.I.²

Fund 6.51 8.78 9.45 10.45 8.31 9.02

Benchmark³ 7.83 10.05 10.33 11.39 10.33 10.92

YTD 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008

Fund -3.90 14.73 9.01 13.74 23.67 -11.46

Benchmark³ -3.09 15.79 10.44 13.78 26.07 -6.71

Name Yield (%) Maturity % of Fund 

Republic of the Philippines 2030 9.5% 4.35% 2/2/2030 9.90% 

BPI US$ Time Deposit 0.25% 0.23% 6/3/2013 9.66% 

Republic of the Philippines 2031 7.75% 4.37% 1/14/2031 9.43% 

Republic of the Philippines 2025 10.625% 3.72% 3/16/2025 6.86% 

Republic of the Philippines 2034 6.375% 4.36% 10/23/2034 6.74% 

Republic of the Philippines 2032 6.375% 4.35% 1/15/2032 5.71% 

Republic of the Philippines 2021 4% 2.74% 1/15/2021 5.56% 

Republic of the Philippines 2026 5.5% 3.56% 3/30/2026 4.90% 

Republic of the Philippines 2020 6.5% 2.62% 1/20/2020 4.74% 

PSALM 2024 7.39% 3.93% 12/2/2024 2.59% 

Market Review. The JP Morgan Chase Asia Total Return Philippine Bond Index dipped 3.66% during the month of May. Prices of Philippine sovereign bonds plunged by an 

average of five points, with the 20-year ROP decreasing by as much as 11 points. In its last meeting, the US Federal Reserve considered winding down its monetary easing 

program as the US economy heads to a clearer path to recovery. Ten-year US Treasury rates climbed 48 basis points to 2.13%, forcing ROP bond prices to drop as investors 

gave more weight to riskier US assets and positioned ahead of the scaling down of the US Fed’s quantitative easing.       

  

Latest US labor data showed a total of 165,000 jobs added in April l, bringing the unemployment rate to a four-year low of 7.5%. Meanwhile, the number of people claiming 

jobless benefits declined by 23,000 as of the third week of May.  Orders for US durable goods, or equipment expected to be used for three years, increased 3.3% in April helped 

by gains in residential construction and higher demand for cars. New home sales in the US rose 2.3% to 454,000 in April from 444,000 in the previous month, the second-highest 

level in almost five years as lower borrowing costs and job gains drew more buyers into the market. 

  

Locally, Philippine economy grew 7.8% in the first quarter, the fastest expansion since the second quarter of 2010. Growth by sector showed industry expanding 10.9%, services 

by 7% and agriculture by 3.3%.  The country bagged its second investment grade rating in less than two months. In May, Standard & Poor's raised its sovereign credit rating to 

BBB- from BB+ while the outlook is stable. S&P cited the Philippines' strengthening external profile, moderating inflation, and declining reliance on foreign currency debt. 

 

Fund Performance. The Fund contracted 3.90% during the month, missing the benchmark by 24 basis points. The fund underperforms the benchmark on a year-to-date basis 

by 81 basis points, with a return of -3.90%. Portfolio duration ended lower than the benchmark at the close of the month. 

 

Fund Strategy. Fund managers will keep portfolio duration in check amid wide variations in global bond prices. 

 

Net Asset Value per Unit (NAVPU) USD 23.88 

Total Fund NAV (Mln) USD 146.03 

Average Daily Net Asset Value (Mn)⁴ USD 163.61 

Portfolio Weighted Yield to Maturity (YTM) %, net˚ 3.18 

Current Number of Holdings   36 

Information Ratio⁵   -0.48 

Sharpe Ratio⁵   1.49 

Statistics (Past 5 Years) Fund Benchmark 

   Annualized Return (net) 8.31% 10.33% 

   Annualized Volatility 9.61% 9.57% 

   Duration (Years) 6.66   

General Information     

   Launch Date May 5, 2003 

   Fund Structure Unit Investment Trust Fund  

   Fund Classification Long-Term Bond Fund 

   Fund Currency US Dollar 

   Minimum Holding Period None 

   Management/Trust Fee⁶ 1.25% per annum/0.31% per quarter 

   Custodianship Fees⁶ 0.002% per quarter 

   External Audit Fees⁷ 0.002% per quarter 

   Valuation Methodology Marked-to-Market 

   External Auditor Isla Lipana & Co. 

   Trustee  Bank of the Philippine Islands 

   Third-Party Custodian HSBC, Ltd. (Philippines) 

   Dealing Cut-Off  2:00 PM 

NAVPU Graph  

Risk Management  

In accordance with the provisions in the Declaration of Trust, the Fund employs a risk 

management policy based on duration. Duration measures the sensitivity of NAVpu to interest 

rate movements. As interest rates rise, bond prices fall. The higher the duration, the more 

NAVpu will fluctuate in relation to changes in interest rates. The Fund may also use financial 

derivatives to hedge the portfolio against market and credit risks. 
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